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Process Tailoring and the Software Capability Maturity Model

Abstract The Software Capability Maturity Model\textsuperscript{sm} (SW-CMM)\textsuperscript{sm} is serving as the foundation for a major portion of the process improvement being undertaken in the software industry. It is composed of two volumes: the Capability Maturity Model for Software, and the Key Practices of the Capability Maturity Model. The key practices of the SW-CMM are expressed in terms that reflect normal practices of organizations that work on large, government contracts. There is, however, a significant population of software-producing and -acquiring organizations, operating in different environments, for which the key practices require significant interpretation and/or tailoring prior to application. This report presents a tailoring framework that identifies process artifacts, tailoring processes, and their relationships to project artifacts, and explores the nature of various kinds of tailoring used in the definition and development of software process descriptions. Techniques appropriate to each type of tailoring are then discussed. The general approach utilizes and builds upon the Software Process Framework, whose purpose is to provide guidance for designing, analyzing, and reviewing software processes for consistency with the SW-CMM.

1 Introduction

The Software Capability Maturity Model (SW-CMM), developed by the SEI, serves as the foundation for a major portion of the process improvement being undertaken in the software industry. The SW-CMM is composed of two volumes: The Capability Maturity Model for Software [Paulk 93a] and the Key Practices of the Capability Maturity Model [Paulk 93b]. The first volume contains a description of the five-level model, descriptions of each of the five levels, and an operational definition of the model. The second volume contains key practices that correspond to the key process areas (KPAs) at each maturity level of the model.

Since the set of all possible software projects and project environments (project space) is so large, a set of key practices suitable for use by all potential organizations and projects would be either very general or very complex, and would not be easily applied to any one project or environment. Therefore, the key practices were expressed with a specific subset of project space in mind: contractors concerned with the development of large, software-intensive critical systems (see Figure 1-1). However, It should be noted that the SW-CMM has been successfully adapted to other environments and serves as the basis for software process improvement efforts in many different arenas.

\textsuperscript{sm}Capability Maturity Model\textsuperscript{sm} and CMM\textsuperscript{sm} are service marks of Carnegie Mellon University.
Formality of Tailoring

The tailoring approaches described in this report are somewhat formal. Frequently tailoring (and interpretation) will be more informally performed. The concepts and approaches described here should be useful for tailoring (and interpretation) at various levels of formality.

Purpose

Although the SW-CMM is recognized as a valuable contribution to the state of software process improvement, there is a large population of software-producing and -acquiring organizations that need to interpret and/or tailor the key practices before they can be applied. This report explores some of the areas where adjustments to the SW-CMM practices will most likely be required and proposes techniques designed to resolve the conflict between maximizing both process commonality and project efficiency.

This work represents the knowledge and analysis of the authors, to date. In the spirit of the SW-CMM and continuous process improvement, we welcome any feedback, comments, or criticisms.

Intended Audience

This report is intended for use by members of process groups and others interested in the development of software processes, which are compatible with the SW-CMM, for organizations and projects. It is assumed that the user is familiar with the structure and content of the SW-CMM and is knowledgeable in software engineering and software management principles.
1.4 Organization of This Report

The report is organized into six primary chapters and three appendices. This chapter describes the overall document, defines the terms "tailoring" and "interpretation," and presents an overview of the way tailoring is described in the remainder of the report.

Chapter 2 places tailoring in an organizational framework. It identifies the different contexts in which the word "tailoring" is used and relates tailoring activities to the software management process. It also describes key issues an organization should consider before tailoring the practices in the SW-CMM.

Chapters 3 and 4 address two kinds of tailoring: the tailoring used in the definition and development of the organization's standard software processes (OSSP) and the tailoring used in the definition and development of the project's defined software processes. In the first case, the effort is to tailor the practices in the SW-CMM to generate a set of suitable requirements for the OSSP, and in the second case, the effort is to tailor the OSSP into a suitable process for the project. These chapters also describe techniques appropriate for accomplishing these two types of tailoring. The general approach is to utilize and build upon the Software Process Framework [Olson94].

Chapter 5 briefly describes additional data sources.

Chapter 6 concludes with a brief summary. The three appendices contain a glossary, a list of acronyms, and a list of codes used in the example tailoring tables.

1.5 Interpretation vs. Tailoring

The terms interpret and tailor are both used to describe a process that involves establishing a relationship (e.g., identification, correlation, and/or derivation) between different levels of process definitions or between process requirements and process definitions. For example, one might interpret the key practices of the SW-CMM in terms of an organization's standard software process (a possible instantiation of the model), or tailor the organization's standard software process to derive a project's defined software process. In this report, the terms are differentiated by the following definitions.

Interpret: The act of analyzing the definitions and/or terms of a general process description with respect to an existing instantiation of the description in order to facilitate the understanding of the relationship between the description and the instantiation, e.g., interpreting the key practices of a key process area of the SW-CMM in terms of the processes present at a potential software contractor.

Tailor: The act of adjusting the definitions and/or particularizing the terms of a general description to derive a description applicable to an alternate (less general) environment, e.g., tailoring the key practices of the software configuration management (SCM) key process area for use on a small project or tailoring the key practices of the SW-CMM to produce process requirements for an organization's standard software process.
Figure 1-2 summarizes these two concepts in graphical form. Interpreting is defined as correlating practice with the model or correlating different instantiations of the practice across environments. Tailoring is defined as adjusting practices for differences across environments.

1.6 General Approach

Interpretation and/or tailoring need to be done in a thoughtful, disciplined manner. Interpreting the SW-CMM terminology (for the various groups, documents, process artifacts, etc.) in terms that each organization understands, is not a trivial task.

In exploring the characteristics of organizations and projects that contribute significantly to the need to tailor the practices of the SW-CMM, we identified two very important issues.

First, similar types of projects or similar applications appear to require different interpretations and/or tailoring of the practices. For example, different contractors developing large software systems for the same government agency have varying levels of difficulty in applying the various key process areas in their environments. A significant cause of this appears to be that some organizational structures seem to be more compatible with the key practices than others.

Second, many large organizations (especially large government contractors) contain multiple environments with very different characteristics. There are often small-project
environments within the large organization that have more in common with small-company environments than with the large-project environments in their own organization. This is especially true of the amount of resources available to provide organizational infrastructure.

The main point is that almost every organization or project will have to perform some tailoring or interpretation in order to apply the key practices in their specific environment. Indeed, the SW-CMM itself includes provisions for developing and applying tailoring within organizations (in the Organization Process Definition and Integrated Software Management KPAs, respectively).

This report presents a tailoring framework that identifies process artifacts, tailoring processes, and their relationships to project artifacts, and explores the nature of various kinds of tailoring used in the definition and development of software process descriptions. Techniques appropriate to each type of tailoring are then discussed.

The general approach of these techniques is to utilize and build upon the Software Process Framework (SPF), whose purpose "is to provide guidance for designing, analyzing, and reviewing software processes for consistency with the SW-CMM." [Olson94] The SPF provides checklists to aid in the efficiency of the analysis and to capture the results. In this report, we recommend extending many of the checklists by utilizing disposition codes, in place of the simple checkmarks. We also recommend a specific subset and order of the SPF checklists. In addition to the SPF checklists, alternative approaches have been suggested in some areas.
2 Tailoring Framework

The tailoring framework presented in this chapter assumes that the SW-CMM forms the "requirements" for an organization's standard software process (OSSP), which in turn is the basis for a project's defined software process (DSP), which provides the foundation for a project's software development plan. Before the details of the framework are discussed, it is important to note that all tailoring must be done in the context of the organization's (or project's) overall process improvement program.

2.1 Contexts for the Capability Maturity Model

One of the key contexts in the SW-CMM is expressed in the following quote: "The key practices of the SW-CMM are expressed in terms of what is expected to be the normal practices of organizations that work on large, government contracts." [Paulk 93b] In presenting the key practices in this way, the SW-CMM uses terminology common to certain organizational structures and a certain set of roles (referred to below as an environment). However, the extension to non-government contracts has been quite successful and extensive. Indeed in 1994, 39% of the organizations reporting SW-CMM-based evaluation or assessment results to the SEI, identified themselves as commercial or in-house software developers.

The SW-CMM is primarily used by organizations in two main contexts: process improvement and capability evaluations. The following quote from the SW-CMM describes its intended use for process improvement. "The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) for Software provides software organizations with guidance on how to gain control of their processes for developing and maintaining software. . . The CMM was designed to guide software organizations in selecting process improvement strategies by determining current process maturity and identifying the few issues most critical to software quality and process improvement." [Paulk 93a]

The SW-CMM is also sometimes used as the underlying model for capability evaluations as part of a procurement cycle. In fact, the SW-CMM "effort was initiated in response to a request to provide the federal government with a method for assessing the capability of its software contractors. . . . The document can be used . . . by acquisition organizations or prime contractors wanting to know the risks of having a particular software organization perform the work of a contract." [Paulk 93a]

Both contexts have induced many organizations (especially those involved in government contracting) to use the SW-CMM as a set of process requirements for their OSSP. However, there may be many other requirements driving the OSSP, including business goals, ISO 9000, customer requirements, etc. All of these requirements need to be integrated into a single process improvement program. Many organizations are using the IDEALsm model as the basic steps for their process improvement program. This model is

sm IDEALsm is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon University.
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depicted in Figure 2-1. A procurement evaluation, then, may act as the stimulus for improvement (in the Initiating phase), but the primary use of the SW-CMM is to appraise and characterize the current practice (in the Diagnosing phase). The IDEAL model also shows that process improvement in general (of which tailoring is a part) is an iterative process. Tailoring is not performed once. It is an ongoing, continuously evaluated process that is repeated many, many times.

It is in this capacity that the SW-CMM appears as the starting point for process definition in Figure 2-2, which presents a framework for the tailoring discussion. This diagram and discussion is most relevant to an organization that is operating near or above the defined level (Level 3) of the SW-CMM. However, the techniques and analysis performed can and should be used by organizations at all levels of maturity. This diagram and discussion assume that a project will be managed using a software development plan that is based on the project's defined software process, which is, in turn, derived from the organization's standard software process (OSSP), which is derived from the SW-CMM. Another key assumption is that the organization intends both to implement a set of processes that are compatible with the goals of the key process areas of the SW-CMM and build an infrastructure to ensure that the processes are practiced and institutionalized.
Figure 2-1: The IDEAL Model for Process Improvement
2.2 Considerations for Tailoring with the SW-CMM

As a prerequisite to using the key practices of the SW-CMM as process requirements, an organization must determine the similarities and differences between the environment expressed in the terminology of the SW-CMM and the organization's environment. The results of this analysis are a principle input into the organization's process definition activity. Important areas to address in this analysis include the following:

- similarities and differences between the organizational structure implied by the SW-CMM terminology and the organization's structure
- similarities and differences in the assumed and actual customer relationships
- degree of formality, frequency, granularity, or scope of the OSSP for the organization in general
- the specific business goals and needs to be addressed by implementing a process improvement program
- the current process capability of the organization

The following sections further describe these issues to consider when tailoring with the SW-CMM.

2.2.1 Organizational Structure

The SW-CMM's terminology implies an organizational structure and set of roles that influences the key practices in several ways. The most obvious is size. It can be argued that the SW-CMM assumes a rather large organization with well-defined and separate functional roles developing and maintaining large systems. Examples of these roles are software quality assurance group, software configuration group, and training group. The SW-CMM defines a group as

"The collection of departments, managers, and individuals who have responsibility for a set of tasks or activities. A group could vary from a single individual assigned part time, to several part time individuals assigned from different departments, to several individuals dedicated full time." [Paulk93b]

Even though the SW-CMM goes to great pains to define a group as such, many smaller organizations have difficulty mapping or tailoring the defined SW-CMM roles to their current organizational structure. The key thing to remember is that someone is responsible for the task or activity, not that they belong to a group with a specific title, or that the group with the appropriate title is responsible for everything in the SW-CMM.

Since process formality and rigor are most clearly required with large teams (to ensure clarity of communications and role boundaries), the key practices tend to be biased towards formality and rigor. Smaller organizations sometimes assume that this formality or discipline is unduly burdensome. However, the experiences with the Personal Software Process (PSP) indicate that formality and discipline, even at the individual level, produce measurable
increases in product quality, productivity and schedule commitment [Humphrey95]. We recommend that each organization at least pilot these best practices to determine what works best for them in their environment.

In organizations that have a different structure than that implied by the SW-CMM, the key practices will have to be adjusted, mapped, or correlated to the actual structure of the organization.

2.2.2 Customer and End-User Relationships
A specific type of relationship to the customer and/or end user is assumed in the key practices. The contract environment assumes that there is a single known customer who specifies the system requirements. It is further assumed that the customer has the time, money, knowledge, and desire to participate in development reviews. For multicustomer environments, when end users are not known, or when the customer cares only about the product and not the development process, the organization may have to provide surrogate customers and/or users.

In commercial environments, these concepts need to be translated into something meaningful. For example, the single customer contract that specifies the system requirements, might refer to the marketing analysis that specifies the desired product qualities/functions. One needs to read beyond the literal interpretation of the words in the key practice and understand the intent. In doing this analysis, it is very beneficial to refer back to the goals of the key process area.

2.2.3 Tailoring by Degree
Tailoring by degree is perhaps the most common form of tailoring in relation to the SW-CMM. Tailoring by degree means that the intent of the tailored object is met with only minor changes to the detail. In the case of the SW-CMM, the tailored objects include activities, work products, and process artifacts that may need to be altered in some minor way. In order for the tailoring to be consistent across all of the objects, the way in which an object is altered is specified by attributes of each object. In the case of the SW-CMM, various attributes of the activities, work products, and process artifacts can be defined for each organization. Some of the more common attributes are

- formality - The essential aspects of an activity can be performed with varying degree of detail, or attention to formal rules, procedures, or standards. For example, using "managed and controlled" procedures (simple version and change control) is considered informal, whereas full configuration management as described in the configuration management KPA is considered very formal (change control boards, configuration status reports, etc.)

- frequency - There are many activities in the SW-CMM that are performed on a "periodic" or "event-driven" basis. The frequency of each activity needs to be interpreted in light of the organization's and project's needs.
• granularity - The level of detail needed in the process definition may vary. The SW-CMM often states, "This document typically includes..." An organization may want to include more or less detail than suggested, depending on how its process artifacts are structured, on the desired consistency in level of detail with other artifacts, etc.

• scope - It may not make sense to perform certain activities, due to organizational constraints, business environment, etc. The easy example here is subcontract management — if an organization never uses subcontractors, it does not need to consider this KPA. Better examples might be the decision to forgo the independent review of the SQA organization, or the decision not to measure the effort expended in performing the tracking and oversight activities. Wholesale elimination of KPAs or activities should be done with an understanding of the risks involved and appropriate cost/benefit justifications.

2.2.4 Business Goals
The business goals and needs of the organization must be known to tailor the SW-CMM to a specific organization. Since the key practices are intended for a wide audience, the SW-CMM assumes the following business goals: decreased cost, increased quality, better schedule performance, and a continuously improving software process. All of these issues are important, but one or more of these issues may be relatively more important to any particular organization.

2.2.5 Impact of Maturity Level on Tailoring
To tailor the key practices of the SW-CMM to a specific organization, it is necessary to know the current process capability of that organization. Since the SW-CMM is organized by maturity levels of increasing process capability, the extent of organizational involvement in the projects' processes must be based on how the organization is currently operating.

For example, if the organization is currently at or near the repeatable level, the approach of Figure 2-2 may not be appropriate. A more appropriate approach might be that presented in Figure 2-3. In this approach, which is consistent with the repeatable level, the organization indicates the kinds of practices that each project must implement as organizational-level policies, but does not specify the details of the practices. For example, a tracking policy at the organizational level might indicate that the projects must track and report development progress against their software development plan, but might not specify the metrics to be used or the reporting frequency; these might be left for the project to decide.

It should be clear from the above discussion that an organization's tailoring needs and process requirements issues will change as the organization matures. In other words, as the organization moves around on the circle of the IDEAL model, it will continually analyze

1Figure 2-3 represents a minimum approach to attaining the repeatable level. Some organizations may find it more effective to provide some of the capability present in Figure 2-2 early in the improvement process. The question of how much organizational support to provide to projects at the repeatable level must be based on the needs of the organization.
the new set of process requirements, assess the current process, and institute process improvements. Thus, as an organization moves up the maturity ladder, it can expect to analyze and tailor its process requirements on a regular basis. This reinforces the earlier concept that tailoring is not a one-time event, but a repeated, ongoing analysis that is embedded within the process improvement framework.

Figure 2-3: Process Tailoring at Levels 1 and 2
3 Requirements Analysis / Tailoring with the SW-CMM

Each organization creates an OSSP to meet a set of requirements. These requirements may or may not be formally documented or understood. In any event, the requirements typically come from a variety of inputs, such as the SW-CMM, ISO-9000, Total Quality Management or other quality initiatives, the business needs of the organization, and the current maturity level of the organization. The purpose of requirements analysis/tailoring with the SW-CMM is to ensure that the requirements used to define the OSSP are compatible with the SW-CMM.2 As noted previously, as an organization matures, there will be a recurring need to examine the requirements for the OSSP and augment the OSSP and other process assets to incorporate activities that are associated with higher level KPAs.

Compatibility with the SW-CMM is addressed at the key process area level. To ensure compatibility with a given KPA, the organization must ensure that the goals of the KPA are satisfied and that the processes that achieve these goals are institutionalized. The key practices and subpractices associated with each KPA provide examples of typical practices that would meet the intent of the KPA as implemented in a large organization developing and maintaining software-intensive systems. They are not requirements, but do serve the useful purpose of demonstrating a common way of meeting the intent of the KPA.3 It is important to note that the KPA goals address implementation and are comparatively silent on the subject of infrastructure and institutionalization. It is in the area of infrastructure and institutionalization that the key practices can provide especially useful examples of suitable practice.

The tailoring approach that is presented in this report is to examine systematically three process elements in each KPA to determine the action necessary to ensure that the organization generates an appropriate OSSP. The SPF describes a process element as those portions of a process description that satisfy the process definition criteria. Process definition criteria are "the set of information that must be included in a software process description for it to be usable by the people performing the process." [Olson94] Process definition criteria are typically stated as questions (who, what, when, why). Process elements, therefore, include purpose, input, output, role, activity, entry and exit criteria, and procedure to name a few. Each process element is presented in the SPF as a series of checklists. We extend the use of the checklists by suggesting disposition codes, instead of using a simple (yes/no) checkmark. (For some of the more complex KPAs, it may be

---

2The activities described in this section correspond to the top shaded box of Figure 2-2. They are appropriate for an organization operating near or above the defined level. At the repeatable level and below, organizational policies may be used to communicate process requirements to individual projects.

3There are no "shall" statements in the CMM, and the key practices were not intended to be used as required process statements.
beneficial for the organization to extend the examination to include other process elements or additional detail.)

The organization may use the key practices as written, introduce vocabulary changes to harmonize the SW-CMM with organizational structure and culture, or implement an equivalent set of practices that achieve the same process capability represented by the KPA goals. When replacing one or more practices, it is important to determine the intended value to ensure that the replacement set of practices is capable of providing an equivalent process capability. Since some of the SW-CMM terminology is most common to large, government contracting organizations, some translation and tailoring may be required for other organizations. Additionally, a different environment and set of characteristics may generate requirements for practices that were not necessary in the case assumed by the SW-CMM. This is probably most true in areas that address organizational and project interfaces.

### 3.1 Tailoring Approach

The SPF defines several process elements. Some of the most important ones are listed below:

- **Roles**: Describe individuals or collections of individuals participating in process activities. They may be suppliers, customers, agents, reviewers, or verifiers of a practice.

- **Entry criteria**: Describe the conditions under which an activity can start. The entry criteria can be a simple or compound predicate about the state of a work product, role, or activity. "Software requirements shall be baselined under formal configuration management control prior to starting software design activities," is an example of an entry criteria.

- **Inputs**: Describe those items or work products produced by a prior activity and used by the current activity. Software requirements are an input to the software design activities.

- **Activities**: Describe what is being done. They may be directly associated with the production of a product, a management function, or a service provided to help those directly involved to operate more effectively or efficiently.

- **Outputs/work products**: Describe those items that are produced by the process, i.e., items that are the direct result of executing a process step. Software modules, tested code, meeting minutes, and SQA reports are all examples of work products. Work products exist only if the process is executed.

- **Exit criteria**: Describe the conditions under which an activity can be declared complete. The exit criteria can be a simple or compound predicate about the state of a work product, role, or activity. "Software requirements have been reviewed by software managers and other affected groups," is an example of an exit criteria.

Tailoring must be managed and executed in an orderly manner. The approach used in this report is to use the three process elements of outputs, activities, and roles, in that order. The SPF provides checklists to aid in the efficiency of the analysis and to capture the
results. Techniques for analyzing and tailoring each of the three process elements are described in the following sections.

3.2 Output Mapping

A good first step is reviewing the outputs of each KPA. The outputs are fundamental in meeting the goals of each KPA — if an organization does not produce the output, it is difficult to show that the goals are met. The SPF output checklists identify the recommended outputs for each KPA. An example SPF output checklist is shown in Table 3-1. The checklists have columns for indicating (with a checkmark [✓]) if the output is produced, entering the organization's terminology for an output, and including a reference to the specified output in the OSSP.

Table 3-1: Example of SPF Output Checklist (for Requirements Management)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>✓</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Org. Output</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allocated requirements. (L2-5, A1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes that need to be made to the software plans, work products, and activities resulting from changes to the allocated requirements. (L2-8, A3, 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes to allocated requirements. (L2-7, A3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes to commitments made to individuals and groups external to the organization. (L2-7, A3, 1.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes to commitments within the organization. (L2-7, A3, 1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commitments resulting from the allocated requirements. (L2-6, A1, 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact to existing commitments. (L2-7, A3, 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measurements. (L2-8, M1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software activities. (L2-10, V3, 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software plans. (L2-10, V3, 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software requirements. (L2-7, A2, 3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software work products. (L2-10, V3, 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since an organization may not have an exact match to the document set referenced in the SW-CMM, it is useful to map document content from the documents referenced in the SW-CMM to those present in the organization. The first step is to ask the question: Does our organization produce this output at all? If so, does the organization's document include all of the content specified or recommended in the SW-CMM? Rather than a simple checkmark
(✓), codes can be used in the column to indicate the degree of coverage. For example, the following codes could be used:

C - Complete coverage

S - Shared coverage - All items are covered, but spread across multiple documents. Specify the names of the different documents in the Organizational Output column.

P - Partial coverage - Some items recommended in SW-CMM are not in the current organization document.

Blank entries (indicating that no organizational document exists) or entries marked with a 'P' indicate that the organization should pay special attention to the content of the document identified in the SW-CMM. It may be that the content is not necessary or inappropriate to the organization; however, it may also mean that the organization's document set is missing some useful content.

3.2.1 Extensions/ Alternatives

The key practices of the SW-CMM reference and define a considerable volume of documentation and artifacts, besides outputs. The documents vary in purpose, scope, formality, and subject area. Examples of documents include policies, practices, procedures, reports, plans, specifications, and standards. The presence of these references is not intended to require an organization to use these exact document descriptions. Rather, it indicates the content of a typical document set for an organization that has implemented a set of KPAs. The document mapping may be extended to these other documents by using other SPF checklists. Specifically, the checklists for inputs, policies, procedures, and standards cover most, if not all, documents mentioned in the SW-CMM.

3.3 Activity Mapping

Once the outputs (and potentially other documents) have been identified and mapped, the next logical step is to examine in detail the activities that generate and support those outputs. The SPF activity checklists, shown in Table 3-2, list the recommended activities for each KPA. The checklists have a column for indicating (with a checkmark [✓]) if the activity is performed, and a column for including a reference to the specified activity in the OSSP. Rather than using a simple checkmark, however, we recommend the following approach to address each of the activities of a KPA and record an initial disposition for tailoring each activity.

1. Examine each activity in the KPA to decide the relevance of the practice to the organization. This analysis should be performed carefully, keeping in mind that many of the activities are closely related to other activities and, thus, decisions on one activity may affect decisions for other activities. Factors to consider when making this decision include those discussed in Section 2.2 of this report, namely, the organizational structure, customer and end-user relationships, attributes for tailoring by degree, business goals, and current/future maturity level.
2. For each activity, record the disposition code (Accept, Expand, Tailor, Optional, Not Recommended) for your organization. The disposition codes are detailed in Table 3-3. Note: The results of this examination can be used in further tailoring activities. Therefore, it is useful to include the rationale for decisions made during the examination, especially if a practice is found not to be necessary or desirable.

Table 3-2: Example of SPF Activities Checklist (for Organization Process Focus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>√</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The software process is assessed periodically, and action plans are developed to address the assessment findings. (L3-6, A1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The organization develops and maintains a plan for its software process development and improvement activities. (L3-7, A2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The organization’s and projects’ activities for developing and improving their software processes are coordinated at the organization level. (L3-7, A3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This coordination covers the development and improvement of:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ The organization’s standard software process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ The projects’ defined software processes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The use of the organization’s software process database is coordinated at the organizational level. (L3-8, A4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New processes, methods, and tools in limited use in the organization are monitored, evaluated, and, where appropriate, transferred to other parts of the organization. (L3-8, A5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training for the organization’s and projects’ software processes is coordinated across the organization. (L3-8, A6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ Plans for training on subjects related to the organization’s and projects’ software processes are prepared.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ Where appropriate, training may be prepared and conducted by the group responsible for the organization’s software process activities (e.g., software engineering process group) or by the training group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The groups involved in implementing the software processes are informed of the organization’s and projects’ activities for software process development and improvement. (L3-9, A7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3-3: Description of Disposition Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Accept - Necessary and desirable practice that is acceptable as written.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Expand - Necessary and desirable practice that requires the addition of local definitions for one or more terms to be used in this environment. Different environments may require different definitions. Each unique set of definitions should be identified with its own subscript, and environments using the same definitions should use the same subscript. (An example of expanding would be requiring the use of a local documented procedure for reviewing changes to allocated requirements. This is an expansion, since the SW-CMM (Requirements Management, Activity 3) specifies that the review be performed, but not that a documented procedure be used.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Tailor - Necessary and desirable practice that requires some adjustment to be used in this environment. The adjustment involves more than the inclusion of local definitions. Different environments may require different adjustments. Each unique set of adjustments should be identified with its own subscript. Environments using the same adjustments should use the same subscript. (An example of tailoring would be having an organizational policy that requires the use of local procedures for all phases/aspects of software development, instead of detailed policies for requirements management, project planning, etc. This is tailoring, since the details of each policy are not included, but the intent of setting a policy for the organization is met.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Optional - Practice may be useful for some, but not all, projects in this environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Not recommended - Practice is not recommended for this environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis should focus on whether or not the activity is performed, not by whom, or where the output is documented. The outputs were mapped previously, and the roles will be mapped in the next section. The analysis should reference where in the OSSP this activity is mentioned.

3.3.1 Extensions/ Alternatives

This analysis can be extended to include other key practices from the SW-CMM, not just the activities. The SPF has checklists for reviews and audits, training, tools, and measurements. These can be used to supplement the activity checklists, if desired, using the disposition codes above.
Alternatively, instead of using the checklists, an organization can simply use the SW-CMM itself. In this approach, an organization painstakingly steps through each and every key practice, including all the other common features — commitment to perform, ability to perform, measurement and analysis, and verifying implementation, not just activities. A disposition for each practice is recorded, similar to that above. This approach is exhaustive and thorough, but may take significant time and resources to complete.

3.4 Role Mapping

As stated earlier, there are many different styles of organizations that are involved in software development and maintenance. Further, within groups using the same organizational principles, there are differences in the way the principles have been applied. Given this multiplicity of organizational structures, it is necessary to provide a method to identify specific attributes of structure that can be used when tailoring structure-sensitive practices. Tabulating the existence, nature, and interactions of software roles appears to be a reasonable approach.

When an organization's structure differs significantly from the typical structure assumed by the SW-CMM, the following techniques are useful in identifying practices that require tailoring.

3.4.1 Role Translation

This technique is intended to identify which organizational role or roles are responsible for performing the roles referenced in each of the key practices of a KPA. The information developed is useful in adjusting the key practice definitions to fit an organization's structure as expressed by its software development roles. It is also useful in identifying any existing "process holes" which can be addressed by future process improvement activities.

The SPF role translation table, shown in Table 3-4, can be used to record which role in the organization is responsible for each SW-CMM role. The table is contained in Appendix C of the SPF, which also contains definitions of frequently used roles to assist in the translation. The role translation table has one column for SW-CMM roles/groups and a column for the organization's roles/groups. The intent is to identify each role in terms that are meaningful to the organization. If a specific role is not filled, it is useful to review the definition of the role (contained in Appendix C of the SPF) and the activities in which each role participates. These activities are contained in the KPA sections of the SPF and referenced in the next section of this report. SW-CMM roles may also be shared across organizational roles.

3.4.2 Role Checklist

Once the SW-CMM roles have been translated to the organization's roles, then you can perform a final check to determine if the SW-CMM activities that each role participates in, are also covered. In the SPF, each KPA has a role checklist (see Table 3-5) that lists the roles and the activities in which they participate. The checklists have a column for indicating with a checkmark (✓) if the role performs the specified activity and a reference column for identifying where the OSSP references the activity.
Table 3-4: Example of SPF Role Translation Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW-CMM Roles/Groups</th>
<th>Your Organization’s Roles/Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected individuals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected managers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer SQA personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation specialist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced individuals who have expertise in defining and analyzing software processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experts independent of the SQA group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-line software managers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for analyzing and allocating system requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for coordinating the organization’s software process activities (e.g., SEPG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for coordinating the quantitative process management activities for the organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for providing the critical dependency item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for system and acceptance testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for the organization’s technology change management activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for the organization’s software process activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group responsible for the system requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group that defines and maintains the affected process descriptions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The intent here is to determine how the SW-CMM roles/activities translate into the organizational structure. The following steps clarify the recommended usage of the role checklist:

- If the activity is performed by the organizational role identified in the role translation table, then mark the activity with a simple checkmark.

- If an activity is performed by another organizational role, or shared across roles, then that can be indicated by writing the name of the organizational role(s) in the Reference column, along with the OSSP reference.

- If the activity is modified, or not performed at all, then an activity disposition code can be used (see Table 3-3) to indicate if the activity is appropriate for the organization. If each of the activities was assigned a disposition code (see section 3.3), this can reference the previous work.

### Table 3-5: Example of SPF Role Checklist (for Training Program)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Activities Participated in...</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affected groups</td>
<td>The organization's training plan is readily available to the affected groups and individuals. (L3-31, A2, 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected individuals</td>
<td>✗ The organization's training plan is reviewed by the affected individuals when it is initially released and whenever major revisions are made. (L3-31, A2, 4) &lt;br&gt; ✗ The organization's training plan is readily available to the affected groups and individuals. (L3-31, A2, 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>A manager is designated to be responsible for implementing the organization's training program. (L3-28, Ab2, 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior management</td>
<td>The training program activities are reviewed with senior management on a periodic basis. (L3-35, V1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software manager</td>
<td>Software managers receive orientation on the training program. (L3-29, Ab4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training group</td>
<td>Members of the training group have the necessary skills and knowledge to perform their training activities. (L3-28, Ab3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For organizations developing software for a multicustomer environment (as opposed to development under contract for a single external customer), some of the activities assumed for the customer and end-user roles may require special attention. While some of these activities will be not applicable, others will be performed by roles outside the software organization, but inside the company (for example, marketing).
3.4.3 Extensions/ Alternatives

An alternative to the above two techniques (role translation and role checklist) is the Activity Role technique. This technique is intended to identify which organizational role or roles are responsible for performing the various "activity roles" referenced in each of the key practices of a KPA. An "activity role" is defined as all the explicit and implied players needed to execute an activity successfully. Typically, the activity roles include:

- supplier - person or group responsible for supplying requirements or other necessary inputs for the activity
- agent - person or group responsible for performing the main elements of the activity
- customer - person or group receiving the output of the activity
- verifier - person or group ensuring that the quality of the output is satisfactory and that the process to perform the activity was correctly implemented
- reviewer - person or group responsible for reviewing and/or approving outputs. (Reviews are typically performed against specific standards and criteria.)

It should be noted that the SW-CMM does not explicitly define all of these roles for each activity. Therefore, performing this analysis is complicated because it is not always clear which group the SW-CMM would assign to each of these roles. However, in order for an organization to implement an activity successfully, a clear definition of all these roles is extremely helpful. The information in this section is useful in adjusting the key practice definitions to fit an organization's structure as expressed by its software development roles. It is also useful in identifying any existing "process holes" which can be addressed by future process improvement activities.

A matrix similar to that shown in Table 3-6 can be used to record which role in the organization is responsible for each key practice. The matrix has one column for each activity role plus a column to indicate if the key practice is not applicable to the organization. There is one row for each key practice of the KPA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW-CMM Key Practice</th>
<th>Activity Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-6: Example Matrix of SW-CMM Key Practices and Activity Roles
The cell at the intersection of a row and column contains the organizational role responsible for performing the activity role for the key practices. In addition to the organizational roles, the following special cell codes are used:

- An activity role is not referenced in the key practice.
- O The activity role is not performed or not defined by the organization.
- N/A The activity role is not appropriate for the organization.
- X (in the N/A column) The practice does not apply to the organization.

The examples shown in Table 3-6 are interpreted in the following way (the left column refers to the key practice row)

**CO**₁ This practice does not apply to the organization. (X in N/A column)

**CO**₂ For this practice, the organization has not defined responsibilities for specified inputs (O in the Supplier column)

The software engineering process group (SEPG) is tasked to do something, acts as the customer, and reviews the work product (SEPG in the Agent, Customer, and Reviewer columns)

SQA is tasked to review process and standard compliance (SQA in Verifier column).

**AB**₁ For this activity, there are no specified inputs (— in the Supplier column).

The SEPG is tasked to do something, and to review the work product (SEPG in the Agent and Reviewer column).

The software developers are the customer (SW in the customer column).

SQA is tasked to review process and standard compliance (SQA in the Verifier column).

For organizations developing software for a multicustomer environment (as opposed to development under contract for a single external customer), some of the activities assumed for the customer and end-user roles may require special attention. While some of these activities will not apply, others will be performed by roles outside the software organization, but inside the company (for example, marketing).

### 3.5 Tailoring and the Infrastructure Common Features

Within KPAs, practices are organized into common features. Each common feature focuses on one aspect of achieving and institutionalizing the process capability associated with the KPA. Practices located within the *activities performed* common feature address such issues as establishing plans and procedures, performing the work, tracking work in progress, and
taking corrective action. The goals of the KPA most commonly address these same issues and are relatively silent about infrastructure and institutionalization.

The other common features (commitment to perform, ability to perform, measurement and analysis, and verifying implementation) are more concerned with infrastructure and institutionalization. It is important to understand the purpose of each of these common features and ensure that their purposes are achieved. Implementing the practices that meet the intent of the activities performed common feature on projects is not sufficient to establish an organizational process capability. Sufficient infrastructure must be in place to ensure that, in addition to being practiced, processes are documented, trained, supported and maintained, controlled, verified and validated, measured, and able to improve.

Table 3-7 describes the primary focus areas of each of the common features concerned primarily with infrastructure and institutionalization. KPAs differ in the amount of emphasis placed on these common features, but every KPA requires some effort in each common feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Feature</th>
<th>Primary Focus Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to perform</td>
<td>Establish policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to perform</td>
<td>Establish structure/responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensure appropriate resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide training/orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify prerequisites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement and analysis</td>
<td>Establish process measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifying implementation</td>
<td>Senior management oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project management oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software quality assurance activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The structure and formality of the key practices in the common features describing infrastructure are typical of what would be expected in contracting organizations concerned with developing large, critical systems for a government agency. For organizations operating in different environments, alternate approaches to these common features may be appropriate. It is, however, necessary to ensure that these alternative approaches provide the necessary framework to ensure that the processes endure.

Subpractices associated with the practices usually address such issues as managing and controlling selected work products, and ensuring that certain work products are reviewed by appropriate groups.
Tailoring a practice in a common feature that describes infrastructure most often takes the form of adjusting its scope, formality, or precision; not deleting it. For example, in a small-project environment, one individual might perform multiple roles which could span the practices of several KPAs. In this situation, requirements for measuring the status of each of these part-time activities could be replaced with a single measure of the combined effort. Thus, the status is known, but with less precision than if individual measurements were made for each activity. As another example, multiple formal, periodic, single-purpose meetings (that are of value on large programs) could be met in a small-team environment by having appropriate items on the agenda of periodic team meetings.

It is often the case in tailoring that one or more general requirements in the practices are replaced with a more specific statement directed at a single environment. Thus, a tailored version of a set of practices is usually compatible with, but more prescriptive than, the original practices.

Again, the SPF has several detailed checklists that can aid in this analysis. These include checklists for training, tools, reviews and audits, measurements, policies, and input and exit criteria. An extremely thorough and detailed analysis can be done by using all the checklists in the SPF. A minimal set are the three described — outputs, activities, and roles.

3.6 Additional Requirements

The scope of the requirements that result from applying the above tailoring techniques is very close to the scope of the requirements of the original SW-CMM practices. If the organization includes one or more environments that are significantly different than the typical environment expressed in the SW-CMM, there may be additional process requirements which have not been addressed. For example, if the organization’s structure is different than the structure implied by the terminology in the SW-CMM, some of the requirements for role interfaces may be deleted as not applicable. This is appropriate, but it is also necessary to investigate the unique role interfaces in the organization to ensure that any additional process requirements are captured.

When the organization includes significantly different project environments, the requirements of each of the environments must be addressed. Since it is also highly desirable to maintain process commonality across the organization, the process requirements for all of the environments should be analyzed together. Organizations with multiple environments may examine the SW-CMM practices either by considering the organization as a whole, or by treating each environment as an individual organization. The former approach is more complicated, but has a greater potential long-term benefit. For example, in considering the whole organization there are opportunities to stress the process elements that are common and to transfer best practices across the organization. On the other hand, considering each environment as a separate organization is simpler, but it tends to emphasize process differences and it may be more difficult to maintain and implement process improvements.

Since the intent here is to create an OSSP that is compatible with the SW-CMM, the approach used should depend on whether the organization has (or intends to have) a single
OSSP or multiple OSSPs for each environment. Each organization needs to balance a "one-size-fits-all" approach, against maintaining several "custom-fit" OSSPs.

For an organization with a single OSSP, whenever a practice or set of practices requires different tailoring for different environments, a requirement for a set of acceptable alternatives should be documented. These requirements do not have to associate a specific environment with a specific tailoring need. It is sufficient to document the range of capability necessary to cover the needs of the relevant environments. The selection of alternatives for specific environments will be addressed when the OSSP and its associated tailoring guidelines are developed.

For an organization with multiple OSSPs, each environment will have its own set of tables. That is, the analysis performed and documented in the above sections is repeated for each environment. This set of tables can then form the basis of the requirements analysis for the OSSP for each environment. Experience has shown that a single OSSP is the norm, but each organization needs to determine what structure best meets its needs. The analysis for each environment can also be compared to determine the degree of overlap and hence aid in the decision to have one or multiple OSSPs.
4 The Organization's Standard Software Process and Tailoring Guidelines

This chapter deals with tailoring the organization's standard software process to derive the project's defined software process. It focuses on activities associated with the box labeled "OSSP Tailoring" in Figure 2-2. It assumes that the organization has developed an OSSP based on a tailored set of process requirements, derived from the SW-CMM and other business needs.

4.1 Tailoring Guidelines

An organization's standard software process is the means by which the organization expresses the requirements that all projects' software development processes must meet. The OSSP may take many forms and may include alternatives to support multiple life-cycle models. The objective of the OSSP is to establish process commonality across the organization's projects in order to support process measurement, process continuity, and process improvement. The associated tailoring guidelines are the means by which the organization recognizes the project's responsibility to address the impact of project-specific needs in the project's defined software process.

The specific form and content of an OSSP can vary from abstract descriptions to detailed implementations depending on the range of products and life cycles that it must support. In general, one would expect an OSSP to contain elements at several levels of abstraction. At the abstract description level, the OSSP will contain the primary elements of software process that all projects are expected to include and their interrelationships. At the detailed implementation level, descriptive data sufficient to execute the process element may be present. If there are elements of software process that the organization has decided will be executed in the same manner on all projects, the OSSP would probably contain or reference complete implementation descriptions. On the other hand, when the organization does not constrain a process element to the implementation level, the element's description will of necessity be at a higher level of abstraction. It is then up to the individual projects to complete the element's description to the implementation level. For example, the organization might require all projects to perform formal code inspections and include requirements for advance scheduling and package distribution, quality and performance metrics, and meeting minutes, but leave remaining details such as content of checklists and specific meeting roles to the project.

4.2 Process Tailoring

When organizations are operating near or above the defined level, an OSSP and a set of tailoring guidelines are used to develop the software processes used on each project. In the SW-CMM, the process of adjusting the OSSP to a process suitable for the particular business and technical needs of a project is referred to as tailoring the OSSP to form the project's defined software process.
The organization's tailoring guidelines must be developed and applied in a manner that will preserve the benefits of having common practices based on the OSSP. The guidelines must grant projects the flexibility to operate efficiently, while also preserving the maximum amount of commonality possible. At the individual practice level, the goal is to maintain as much of the practice as possible while adjusting practice attributes to achieve an implementation that is compatible with the nature and goals of the project. That is, try to limit the tailoring to changes in degree and not introduce changes in kind. As an example of this kind of a change, a project might vary the source of data to be collected in a practice, but it would not negate the need to collect the data.

Tailoring the OSSP into a project's specific process is remarkably similar to tailoring the SW-CMM into the OSSP. Some of the important areas to address are the same and include:

- similarities and differences between the organizational structure implied by the OSSP and the project's structure
- customer relationships and requirements
- degree of formality, frequency, granularity, and scope desired for the project in general
- the specific business goals and needs to be addressed by the project
- the current process capability of the organization and the desired process capability of the project

The following sections further describe these issues to consider when tailoring the OSSP.

4.2.1 Project Structure
The OSSP may assume an organizational structure and set of roles that are not appropriate for every environment or project within an organization. For example, many OSSPs are written assuming a full development life cycle, and many small and maintenance projects may have difficulty in translating all the roles to their specific needs. The organization's tailoring guidelines should provide guidance in mapping the roles to known organizational environments. Certain OSSP activities will undoubtedly rely on assistance or inputs from other organizations. In tailoring the OSSP, one must ask: For this specific project, can that assistance or input be provided?

4.2.2 Customer and End-User Relationships and Requirements
The OSSP may assume a specific type of customer relationship that may not always be valid for all projects in an organization (maintenance projects and software that is internally developed and used come to mind). The OSSP may need to be tailored to reflect a specific customer or end-user relationship. Additionally, certain customers may levy specific requirements that conflict with the OSSP. The project's specific software process needs to be developed with the customer requirements in mind.
4.2.3 Tailoring by Degree

Tailoring by degree is perhaps the most common form of tailoring for the OSSP as well as the SW-CMM. Various attributes of the activities, work products, and process artifacts can be tailored or defined for each project. The attributes are identical to the SW-CMM tailoring discussed in Section 2.2.3 and are repeated here for convenience:

- *formality* - The essential aspects of an activity can be performed with varying degree of detail, or attention to formal rules, procedures, or standards. For example, using "managed and controlled" procedures (simple version and change control) is considered informal, whereas full configuration management as described in the configuration management KPA is considered very formal (change control boards, configuration status reports, etc.)

- *frequency* - Many OSSPs will define activities that are performed on a "periodic" or "event-driven" basis. The frequency of each activity needs to be interpreted in light of the organization's and project's needs.

- *granularity* - The level of detail needed in the process definition may vary. The OSSP may contain detailed process descriptions for some practices and high level descriptions for others. The projects will need to add detail where necessary. A project may want to include more or less detail than suggested, depending on how its process artifacts are structured, the consistency in level of detail with other artifacts, etc.

- *scope* - It may not make sense to perform certain activities, due to organizational constraints, business environment, etc. The easy example here is subcontract management — if a project never uses subcontractors, it does not need to consider these procedures in the OSSP. Better examples might be the decision to forgo the independent review of the SQA organization, or the decision not to measure the effort expended in performing the tracking and oversight activities. Wholesale elimination of KPAs or activities should be done with an understanding of the risks involved and appropriate cost/benefit justifications.

For a practice that is viewed as generally applicable to the project's environment, but not to the degree specified in the OSSP, tailoring by degree can be applied. This form of tailoring recognizes that, for some project environments, one or more aspects of the practice may require a different degree of execution. For such practices, the organization develops a set of alternative implementations varying with one or more of the attributes described above. Each organization needs to define a set of attributes that is useful and meaningful to the environments and projects that it serves.

4.2.4 Business Goals

The business goals and needs of the organization and the project must be known to tailor the OSSP to a specific project. In addition to the business goals assumed in the creation of the OSSP (goals such as decreased cost, increased quality, better schedule performance, and a continuously improving software process), each individual project will have specific business goals that may have an impact on the project's specific process. For example, has this project been chosen to pilot a new technology, is cost an overriding customer concern,
or is schedule more important? Also, how does this project intend to meet its own process improvement goals and aid the organization in meeting its overall process improvement goals? All of these may influence the implementation of the OSSP for the project.

4.2.5 Impact of Maturity Level on Tailoring

To tailor the OSSP to a specific project, it is necessary to know the current process capability of that organization and the desired process capability for the project. Higher level maturity activities may depend on the existence of supporting infrastructure (e.g., training and tools). The OSSP may be updated before the infrastructure is fully deployed, or the project may be attempting to operate at a maturity level above that defined in the OSSP. It is possible, and perhaps desirable in some circumstances, to have projects within an organization operating at different maturity levels. In such circumstances, the organization must decide whether the OSSP should reflect the leading edge (that which most or all project’s should strive for) or the average (the current state for most projects). All of these factors clearly influence how a project will tailor the OSSP into its specific process.

4.3 Process Elements

Again, tailoring the OSSP into a project's specific process is remarkably similar to tailoring the SW-CMM into the OSSP. The process elements (see Section 3.1) are the same, and the same subset is repeated here for convenience:

Roles: Describe individuals or collections of individuals participating in process activities. They may be suppliers, customers, agents, reviewers, or verifiers of a practice.

Entry criteria: Describe the conditions under which an activity can start. The entry criteria can be a simple or compound predicate about the state of a work product, role, or activity. "Software requirements shall be baselined under formal configuration management control prior to starting software design activities," is an example of an entry criteria.

Inputs: Describe those items or work products produced by a prior activity and used by the current activity. Software requirements are an input to the software design activities.

Activities: Describe what is being done. They may be directly associated with the production of a product, a management function, or a service provided to help those directly involved to operate more effectively or efficiently.

Outputs/work products: Describe those items that are produced by the process, i.e., items that are the direct result of executing a process step. Software modules, tested code, meeting minutes, and SQA reports are all examples of work products. Work products exist only if the process is executed.
Exit criteria: Describe the conditions under which an activity can be declared complete. The exit criteria can be a simple or compound predicate about the state of a work product, role, or activity. "Software requirements shall be reviewed by software managers and other affected groups," is an example of an exit criteria.

4.4 Tailoring Approach

As stated earlier, the analysis and considerations for tailoring the OSSP into a project's specific process is remarkably similar to tailoring the SW-CMM into a set of requirements for the OSSP. However, in tailoring from the SW-CMM into requirements for the OSSP, we relied heavily on the SPF and the use of already developed checklists. In tailoring from the OSSP into a project's specific process, it is unlikely that the organization has developed an equivalent SPF for its OSSP, although the OSSP may be organized in a manner, such that an equivalent SPF is not necessary. In any event, the process elements of the OSSP should be analyzed and tailored to fit the project's needs, but an alternative method for capturing the analysis needs to be developed.

The approach we recommend (and recommended in the SW-CMM itself) is to capture the range of possibilities in the organization's tailoring guidelines. This limits a project's choices somewhat, but considerably eases the burden in performing the analysis. A shorter analysis would only cover the same three process elements – outputs, activities and roles – but this depends on the needs of the project and the desired level of detail in the project's defined software process.

4.4.1 Developing the Tailoring Guidelines

To minimize the variation in a practice across similar project environments in an organization and reduce the amount of process development required in tailoring, we recommend a controlled form of tailoring. The tailoring is controlled by publishing a set of tailoring guidelines for the OSSP.

We recommend that the tailoring guidelines be developed by initially creating a table that indicates the process elements, the tailorable attributes for each element, the range for each attribute, and the considerations for selecting a particular range. This approach ties together the process elements, tailoring by degree, and the tailoring considerations — all described in earlier sections of this report. An example of such a table is shown in Table 4-1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Element</th>
<th>Likely Tailorable Attribute</th>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Performer</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Size (Small = &lt; 5 people, &lt; 6 months, &lt;$200K or &lt; 0.5 KSLOC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structure (IPT, Matrix, Functional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Customer = internal, small external</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Team Size (Medium = 5-15 people, 0.5-1 year, or &lt;$1M, or 0.5-5 KSLOC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Customer = large external, gov't agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group Size (Large = 10-25 people, &lt;1-3 years, &lt; $1M, or 5-20 KSLOC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Size(Mega = &gt;Large)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Highly critical, mega or large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Once/week</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Once/month</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Once/quarter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>At major milestones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate</td>
<td>Formality</td>
<td>Meeting w/ minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formality</td>
<td></td>
<td>Informal meeting</td>
<td>Mega or large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memo</td>
<td>Large or medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Large, medium or small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phone call</td>
<td>Medium or small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs/Outputs/</td>
<td>Core module</td>
<td>Formality</td>
<td>CCB controlled document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work product</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CM controlled document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date/Version control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Formal standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suggested template</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Documented reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Informal reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1: Example of Tailorable Process Elements
The steps for developing the tailoring guidelines are as follows:

1. Identify the process elements. The SPF contains a list of process elements, but depending on the structure of the OSSP, different groupings or elements may be desired. For the purpose of this exercise, you may want to concentrate on outputs, activities, and roles to start with, and expand to the other elements as needed.

2. Identify the attributes of each process element that are likely to be tailored. Attributes are descriptive clauses associated with process elements, and some of the more common attributes are described in the section on tailoring by degree (Section 4.2.3). Each organization needs to develop a set of attributes that are meaningful to their environment and business goals. Attributes serve to make more explicit the nature of the element used in the practice.

3. Step through each process element. For each attribute of that element, determine the range of possibilities (set of alternatives) for that attribute. For example, in a practice stating that an agent (process element of role) accomplishes a task, the scope of the agent is an attribute. Thus, "the individual," "the team," or "the group/department" might each be appropriate agents. We recommend selecting a finite set of values or alternatives that projects can choose from.

4. For each alternative, determine the primary considerations that would lead or compel a project to select that alternative when performing their process tailoring. The major considerations are listed in Section 4.2, but may include other parameters such as size, complexity, criticality, or environment.

We recommend that the guidance provided be flexible. For example, if the consideration is project size, the guidance might indicate the appropriate alternatives to select for small, medium, large, and mega projects. The flexibility could be built in by including significant overlaps in the size categories. Thus, for a project in the overlap zone between small and medium, the project manager would have the freedom to treat his or her project as at "the top end of small" or at "the bottom end of medium."

The table is only a starting point. It helps to develop a general set of guidelines and to provide consistency across the tailoring effort. However, in order to be useful, the organization's tailoring guidelines need to address the specifics in their OSSP. The guidelines need to address the details of tailoring for specific procedures, work products, and other process elements. For example, an organization may have certain procedures or work products, for which tailoring is not permitted, or is at least strongly discouraged. (The procedures governing the operation of the configuration control board come to mind.) These instances and other restrictions need to be clearly spelled out.

4.4.2 Developing the Project's Specific Process

At the project level, tailoring is performed by using project needs to select an appropriate alternative from the recommended set. Figure 4-1 presents a diagram of this process. Note that the selection mechanism is human judgment.
A PRACTICE identified as having a term or phrase requiring adjustment.

Figure 4-1: Project Tailoring

The project starts with the OSSP. It then uses the guidance in the tailoring guidelines to select appropriate alternatives. The selected alternatives are used to modify the OSSP into a project-specific process. The project-specific process may be captured in a number of ways. Many organizations have checklists embedded in their OSSP. The checklists typically have spaces to record the selected tailoring. Other organizations permit projects to edit a process template, and create their project-specific processes in that manner. Whatever mechanism your organizations uses, we recommend that it be used consistently across all projects. Also, we recommend that the SEPG and/or SQA be involved in the tailoring efforts.

4.5 The Software Development Plan

A project's software development plan is a key element in the management of the project. The schedules contained in the software development plan represent an application of the project's defined software process to the development of one specific set of software products (see Figure 2-2).
The project's defined software process contains the tailored version of the OSSP to be used on the project. It may be similar or identical to other projects' defined software processes in the organization. The specific software configuration to be developed and the schedule for the development are not part of the project's defined software process. These are derived form the project-specific business and technical requirements and combined with the project's defined software process to form a major part of the project's software development plan.

Tailoring is a key element in the organization's ability to develop reasonable and efficient software development plans for use in managing and controlling projects within the organization.
5  Data Sources

The following publications are good sources for data that are useful in tailoring and/or interpretation:

A Software Process Framework for the Capability Maturity Model (CMU/SEI-94-HB-1), 1994; Olson et. al. This SEI Handbook contains a series of checklists to help an organization determine if its software policies, standards, processes, procedures, training, and tools are consistent with the SW-CMM [Olson94].

The Capability Maturity Model: Guidelines for Improving the Software Process, Addison-Wesley, 1995; Paulk et. al. This book integrates and elaborates the description of the SW-CMM and how to interpret its practices. Chapter 4, "Interpreting the SW-CMM," should be particularly useful for those engaged in tailoring work.

A Discipline For Software Engineering, Addison-Wesley, 1995; Humphrey. This book summarizes the costs and benefits of a Personal Software Process (PSP). It scales down industrial software practices to fit the needs of small-scale program development [Humphrey95].
6 Summary

The Software Capability Maturity Model is a publicly owned model that is commonly used to support software process improvement and software capability evaluation. The key practices of the SW-CMM are stated in general terms so they can be used in a wide variety of environments. The general nature of the model and its specific assumptions require that each organization tailor the key practices to fit its own specific environment, business needs, and goals.

A framework for tailoring the SW-CMM and a set of techniques for tailoring the key practices are essential to ensure that the results of tailoring are consistent with the intent of the model. Using well-defined tailoring techniques will also aid the organization in developing its organization's standard software process and tailoring guidelines, so that these documents support the often conflicting goals of achieving project efficiency while maintaining process commonality across projects.
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Appendix A. Glossary

Note: these definitions are taken verbatim from the SW-CMM, except as noted by an asterisk.

*ability to perform:* (See common features.)

*activities performed:* (See common features.)

*activity:* Any step taken or function performed, both mental and physical, toward achieving some objective. Activities include all the work the managers and technical staff do to perform the tasks of the project and organization. (See *task* for contrast.)

*activity role:* All the explicit and implied players needed to execute an activity successfully. Typically, the activity roles include supplier, agent, customer, verifier, and reviewer.

*capability maturity model:* A description of the stages through which software organizations evolve as they define, implement, measure, control, and improve their software processes. This model provides a guide for selecting process improvement strategies by facilitating the determination of current process capabilities and the identification of the issues most critical to software quality and process improvement.

*commitment to perform:* (See common features.)

*common features* - The subdivision categories of the SW-CMM key process areas. The common features are attributes that indicate whether the implementation and institutionalization of a key process area is effective, repeatable, and lasting. The SW-CMM common features are the following:

- *commitment to perform* - The actions the organization must take to ensure that the process is established and will endure. Commitment to Perform typically involves establishing organizational policies and senior management sponsorship.

- *ability to perform* - The preconditions that must exist in the project or organization in order to implement the software process competently. Ability to Perform typically involves resources, organizational structures, and training.

- *activities performed* - A description of the roles and procedures necessary to implement a key process area. Activities Performed typically involve establishing plans and procedures, performing the work, tracking it, and taking corrective actions as necessary.

- *measurement and analysis* - A description of the need to measure the process and analyze the measurements. Measurement and Analysis typically includes examples of the measurements that could be taken to determine the status and effectiveness of the Activities Performed.
verifying implementation - The steps to ensure that the activities are performed in compliance with the process that has been established. Verification typically encompasses reviews and audits by management and software quality assurance.

configuration management: A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and surveillance to identify and document the functional and physical characteristics of a configuration item, control changes to those characteristics, record and report change processing and implementation status, and verify compliance with specified requirements. [IEEE-STD-610]

defined level: (See maturity level.)

effective process - A process that can be characterized as practiced, documented, enforced, trained, measured, and able to improve. (See also well-defined process.)

end user: The individual or group who will use the system for its intended operational use when it is deployed in its environment.

institutionalization: The building of infrastructure and corporate culture that support methods, practices, and procedures so that they are the ongoing way of doing business, even after those who originally defined them are gone.

* interpret: The process of analyzing the definitions and/or terms of a general process description and comparing them to an existing instantiation of the description in order to facilitate the understanding of the relationship between the description and the instantiation, e.g., analyzing the key practices of a key process area of the SW-CMM and comparing them to the processes present at a potential software contractor.

key practices: The infrastructures and activities that contribute most to the effective implementation and institutionalization of a key process area.

managed level: (See maturity level.)

maturity level: A well-defined evolutionary plateau toward achieving a mature software process. The five maturity levels in the SEI's Software Capability Maturity Model are:

- initial - The software process is characterized as ad hoc, and occasionally even chaotic. Few processes are defined, and success depends on individual effort.

- repeatable - Basic project management processes are established to track cost, schedule, and functionality. The necessary process discipline is in place to repeat earlier successes on projects with similar applications.

- defined - The software process for both management and engineering activities is documented, standardized, and integrated into a standard software process for the organization. All projects use an approved, tailored version of the organization's standard software process for developing and maintaining software.
managed - Detailed measures of the software process and product quality are collected. Both the software process and products are quantitatively understood and controlled.

optimizing - Continuous process improvement is enabled by quantitative feedback from the process and from piloting innovative ideas and technologies.

*method*: A reasonably complete set of rules and criteria that establish a precise and repeatable way of performing a task and arriving at a desired result.

*optimizing level*: (See maturity level.)

*organization's software process assets*: A collection of entities, maintained by an organization, for use by projects in developing, tailoring, maintaining, and implementing their software processes.

These software process assets typically include:

- the organization's standard software process,
- descriptions of the software life cycles approved for use,
- the guidelines and criteria for tailoring the organization's standard software process,
- the organization's software process database, and
- a library of software process-related documentation.

Any entity that the organization considers useful in performing the activities of process definition and maintenance could be included as a process asset.

*organization's standard software process*: The operational definition of the basic process that guides the establishment of a common software process across the software projects in an organization. It describes the fundamental software process elements that each software project is expected to incorporate into its defined software process. It also describes the relationships (e.g., ordering and interfaces) between these software process elements.

*procedure*: A written description of a course of action to be taken to perform a given task. [IEEE-STD-610]

*process capability*: The range of expected results that can be achieved by following a process. (See *process performance* for contrast.)

*process definition criteria*: The set of information that must be included in a software process description for it to be usable by the people performing the process. [Olson94]

*process description*: The operational definition of the major components of a process. Documentation that specifies, in a complete, precise, verifiable manner, the requirements, design, behavior, or other characteristics of a process. It may also include the procedures
for determining whether these provisions have been satisfied. Process descriptions may be found at the task, project, or organizational level.

* **process element:** Those portions of a process description that satisfy the process definition criteria. Process definition criteria are typically stated as questions (who, what, when, why). Process elements therefore, include purpose, input, output, role, activity, entry and exit criteria, and procedure to name a few. (See the Software Process Framework [Olson94].)

**process performance:** A measure of the actual results achieved by following a process. (See **process capability** for comparison.)

**process tailoring:** The activity of creating a process description by elaborating, adapting, and/or completing the details of process elements or other incomplete specifications of a process. Specific business needs for a project will usually be addressed during process tailoring.

**project's defined software process:** The operational definition of the software process used by a project. The project's defined software process is a well-characterized and understood software process, described in terms of software standards, procedures, tools, and methods. It is developed by tailoring the organization's standard software process to fit the specific characteristics of the project. (See also organization's standard software process, **effective process,** and **well-defined process**.)

**quality assurance:** (See **software quality assurance**.)

**role:** A unit of defined responsibilities that may be assumed by one or more individuals.

**software capability evaluation:** An appraisal by a trained team of professionals to identify contractors who are qualified to perform the software work or to monitor the state of the software process used on an existing software effort.

**software engineering process group:** A group of specialists who facilitate the definition, maintenance, and improvement of the software process used by the organization. In the key practices, this group is generically referred to as "the group responsible for the organization's software process activities."

**software life cycle:** The period of time that begins when a software product is conceived and ends when the software is no longer available for use. The software life cycle typically includes a concept phase, requirements phase, design phase, implementation phase, test phase, installation and checkout phase, operation and maintenance phase, and, sometimes, retirement phase. [IEEE-STD-610]

**software process:** A set of activities, methods, practices, and transformations that people use to develop and maintain software and the associated products (e.g., project plans, design documents, code, test cases, and user manuals).
software process assessment: An appraisal by a trained team of software professionals to determine the state of an organization's current software process, to determine the high-priority software process-related issues facing an organization, and to obtain the organizational support for software process improvement.

software process assets: (See organization's software process assets.)

software process description: The operational definition of a major software process component identified in the project's defined software process or the organization's standard software process. It documents, in a complete, precise, verifiable manner, the requirements, design, behavior, or other characteristics of a software process. (See also process description.)

software product: The complete set, or any of the individual items of the set, of computer programs, procedures, and associated documentation and data designated for delivery to a customer or end user. [IEEE-STD-610] (See software work product for contrast.)

software quality assurance (SQA): (1) A planned and systematic pattern of all actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that a software work product conforms to established technical requirements. (2) A set of activities designed to evaluate the process by which software work products are developed and/or maintained.

software quality management: The process of defining quality goals for a software product, establishing plans to achieve these goals, and monitoring and adjusting the software plans, software work products, activities, and quality goals to satisfy the needs and desires of the customer and end users.

software work product: Any artifact created as part of defining, maintaining, or using a software process, including process descriptions, plans, procedures, computer programs, and associated documentation, which may or may not be intended for delivery to a customer or end user. (See software product for contrast.)

stage: A partition of the software effort that is of a manageable size and that represents a meaningful and measurable set of related tasks which are performed by the project. A stage is usually considered a subdivision of a software life cycle and is often ended with a formal review prior to the onset of the following stage.

statement of work: A description of all the work required to complete a project, which is provided by the customer.

system: A collection of components organized to accomplish a specific function or set of functions. [IEEE-STD-610]

tailor: To modify a process, standard, or procedure to better match process or product requirements.

* tailor by degree: To modify a process element (inputs, outputs, activities, entry/exit criteria, etc.) by changing an attribute of that element. Attributes may include formality, frequency,
granularity, and scope, to name a few. The change does not alter the intent of the process element.

* **tailoring:** The act of adjusting the definitions and/or particularizing the terms of a general process description to derive a description that is applicable to an alternate (specific) environment, e.g., tailoring the key practices of the SCM key process area for use on a small project or tailoring the key practices of the SW-CMM to produce process requirements for an organization's standard software process.

**task** - (1) A sequence of instructions treated as a basic unit of work. [IEEE-STD-610] (2) A well-defined unit of work in the software process that provides management with a visible checkpoint into the status of the project. Tasks have readiness criteria (preconditions) and completion criteria (postconditions). (See activity for contrast.)

**team:** A collection of people, often drawn from diverse but related groups, assigned to perform a well-defined function for an organization or a project. Team members may be part-time participants of the team and have other primary responsibilities.

**user:** (See end user.)

**verification:** The process of evaluating software to determine whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase. [IEEE-STD-610]

**well-defined process** - A process that includes readiness criteria, inputs, standards and procedures for performing the work, verification mechanisms (such as peer reviews), outputs, and completion criteria. (See also effective process.)
## Appendix B. Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SW-CMM</td>
<td>Software Capability Maturity Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP</td>
<td>Key practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPA</td>
<td>Key process area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSSP</td>
<td>Organization's standard software process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>Personal Software Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>Software capability evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>Software configuration management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP</td>
<td>Software development plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI</td>
<td>Software Engineering Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPG</td>
<td>Software engineering process group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Software process assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF</td>
<td>Software Process Framework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C. Example Codes for Tailoring Tables

Activity Disposition Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Expand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Tailoring recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Not recommended</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activity Role Codes

- An activity role is not referenced in the key practice.
O The activity role is not performed or not defined by the organization.
N/A The activity role is not appropriate for the organization.
X (in the N/A column) The practice does not apply to the organization.

Work Product Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Complete coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Shared coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Partial coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Software Capability Maturity Model (sm) (SW-CMM(sm)) is serving as the foundation for a major portion of the process improvement being undertaken in the software industry. It is composed of two volumes: the Capability Maturity Model for Software and the Key Practices of the Capability Maturity Model. The key practices of the SW-CMM are expressed in terms that reflect normal practices of organizations that work on large, government contracts. There is, however, a significant population of software-producing and -acquiring organizations, operating in different environments, for which the key practices require significant interpretation and/or tailoring prior to application. This report (please turn over)
presents a tailoring framework that identifies process artifacts, tailoring processes, and their relationships to project artifacts, and explores the nature of various kinds of tailoring used in the definition and development of software process descriptions. Techniques appropriate to each type of tailoring are then discussed. The general approach utilizes and builds upon the Software Process Framework, whose purpose is to provide guidance for designing, analyzing, and reviewing software processes for consistency with the SW-CMM.